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EDITORIAL
Every passing year the Sampada treasury is growing like the trees in our quadrangle,
stronger and larger in life. As team Sampada, we are still in the process of digesting the fact that
the Newsletter has been successfully published and delivered to you every single month for the
last 10 years. Although proud, the momentum still makes us feel the yearn to learn more and
work more harder, to push beyond the boundaries to create an edition of Sampada in an attempt
to treasuring every moment of UVCE and being your window to experience the splendid alma
mater. We have always been vocal in upholding that we are proud the way Sampada has come to
be, because in these 10 years through this newsletter we have been able to document every
occasion and momentous happenings of UVCE in print. Scroll the pages of SAMPADA for these 10
years and you will be a witness to the timeline in which UVCE has grown to be today. This has
been our intention since Day 1 and will be moving forward too.
Speaking of our intentions and goals, Sampada was one of
the many initiatives that VisionUVCE had kickstarted. Many of
the others in the running being VUScholarships, Sammilana,
Best Class Competition and much more. Every year, along with
keeping these up, we are trying to bring more initiatives aboard
that help us to make UVCE a better place. With the academic
year starting soon, we are sketching our plan for the
VUScholarships initiative. Along with this, Best Class Initiative
V2 is going to go on floor with the semester start as well. As we
always say, these initiatives will get stronger and reach better
with your support. We look forward to aggregating these efforts that will amplify our actions and
aide us to bring glory to UVCE.
In the intent to channel the UVCEian spirit and enthusiasm is the pioneer of UVCE
Graduate Association. The association is now strong with the culmination of over 100 UVCEians
all working in the effort for betterment of our Alma Mater, UVCE. The heart and soul of growth
of an institution deeply lies in the roots of their alumni community but unfortunately this has
been a weak spot in UVCE for the past few years with no right platform to cumulate the willing
UVCEians. Now with the availability of a platform like UVCEGA, it becomes our responsibility
and duty to join and participate in initiatives with everyone
connected with namma beloved UVCE & make it one of the
foremost engineering colleges of this country. Think and Act!
After that thought, bringing you back to our boulevard
of Sampada, we have started a special concept— Flashback to
the Past. 10 Years of Sampada means collection of countless
articles that are near and dear to out heart. Therefore we have
picked some of the most loved articles and plan to place them
in our editions till Sampada 120 from this month onwards.
Enjoy revisiting the special reads and let the memories flow!
Want to be part of these memories? We are looking
forward to make sure everyone who is connected with UVCE, every person who is a part of the
UVCE community be documented in Sampada in the coming editions..

- Team Sampada

As we inch towards our special Sampada 120, nothing can make it more special than
your participation in it. We are awaiting your articles, memories and stories, the very
foundation of our Sampada’s existence. Your ideas will shape the edition marking
Sampada’s glorious 10th Year. Write to us soon at sampada@visionuvce.in

UVCE GRADUATES ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
We are constantly questioned about the need to become member of the UVCE Graduates
Association. So, we thought it would be good to share it in a pictorial representation. Of course,
we have shared the list of members who have registered so far in the next pages which we hope
would motivate you to be part of the community. Nevertheless… Here are few top reasons to
join hands as a member of UVCE Graduates Association
Expertise and Experience

Networking

Gaining knowledge & experience from people with various
skill-sets and experiences is
the very essential reason for
UVCE GA Community

Connections
with
alumni
from various areas and
spheres of life is the focus. It
can further develop to become
mutually beneficial.

Recognition & Inspiration
Being part of the same league
as some of the well-known
achievers is a “Matter of
Pride” and also source of motivation to achieve greatness.

Support & Giving Back
Along with sense of being responsible towards the almamater, it enables a feel of being part of the community
which can back us any time.

UVCE GRADUATE ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
The UVCE Graduate Association reached a new feat in the last month as the membership
count hit a century! Here is a list of the members enrolled. Identify any familiar names?
Looking to be a part of the community?

Name

Branch

YOP Name

Branch

YOP

Srikanth M A

ECE

1993 Satish A G

ISE

2009

C Murali

ECE

1972 Lomesh K G

EEE

2009

Asokan M

EEE

1975 Meghashree G

ISE

2016

S Satish

ECE

1989 L Ravi

EEE

1976

B S Basavaraju

EEE

1976 Vikram Kamat

ISE

2009

K Satishchandra Shenoy

EEE

1965 Suchetha Hande

ECE

2015

1987 Sriharsha D V

ECE

2009

Sridhara Aghalaya

MECH

V P Sreenivasa Reddy

EEE

1968 Jeffrey Dare

ISE

2009

Srinivas Prasad Tirumalachar

ECE

1984 Rekha M S

ISE

2009

H L Parthasarathy

EEE

1971 Mohammed Saad

ISE

2009

S Sumanth

EEE

1976 Rewankar G R

ECE

1978

Shobha Murali

ECE

1992 Nandakishore S

EEE

1976

MECH

1971 N RamaKrishna

EEE

1971

Krishnakumar K

EEE

1971 Komari Gowda

CIV

1971

G Venkatesha

EEE

1971 H B Sathish Kumar

CIV

1967

1971 H C Aswath

CIV

1971

Govind Lakshman

Dr B S Suresh Babu

MECH

Kameswaran P S

EEE

1971 K C Umashankar

CIV

1972

V Venkata Subba Rao

EEE

1965 K KrishnaReddy

EEE

1971

Savitha K S

EEE

1988 Krishne Gowda

CIV

1971

G Puttaiah

MECH

1963 Jayashree K R

EEE

1988

R Dwarakanath

MECH

1966 Archana Shankar

EEE

1988

1965 Rupa Rao

EEE

1988

1974 Kavitha K S

ARCH

1987

MECH

1955

M R Patel

EEE

H Suresh

MECH

K C Praveen

CSE

1992 K N Siva Shankar

Maj Gen Neelakantappa

EEE

1963 Kaushik K N

ISE

2016

MECH

1987 Shruthi G

ISE

2009

Chitra S Reddy

ECE

2016 Vinay T C

ISE

2009

Harshavardana I R

EEE

2014 Shilpa Shetty

ISE

2009

Raju Murugesh

CIV

1983 Aneesa Das

ISE

2009

M.S.Sudhindra

MECH

1981 Pushpadant

CSE

2009

A.Ramadevi

MECH

1994 Santosh B M

ISE

2009

K Narasimhamurthy

Mahesh Suranagi

ISE

2009 Vanaja

ISE

2009

Senthil Selvam V

ECE

1999 Madam Nagaraja

EEE

2009

Chandrashekhar S

ECE

1971 Ramesh Kumar B

EEE

2009

Name
C N Sreevasan

Branch YOP Name

Branch

YOP

ECE

1971 Keerthi A S

EEE

2009

B.G. Srinivas

MECH

1984 Arvind B S

EEE

2009

Shruthi S Rao

ISE

2009 Naveen N P

MECH

2009

Sreejith Kumar

EEE

2008 Sandeep Hanchanale

CSE

2009

Bhagawathi Nagendra

ISE

2013 Raghavendra Chowdary V

EEE

2009

Yashaswini

ISE

2009 Vishwas S L

ECE

2009

Manoj

ISE

2009 Chetan T

ECE

2009

Kaushik

ISE

2009 Tilak A Hegde

ECE

2009

Akshay

ISE

2009 Rathi Murthy

EEE

1988

Namratha

ISE

2009 Vinod Raj N

ECE

2009

Pavan J Joshi

ISE

2009 Ramu Kamath

ECE

2009

Sanju Patil

ISE

2009 Shwetha L

ISE

2009

Vinay Kumar

ISE

2009 Bhargavi Nagesh

ECE

2018

Satyasagar Bhat

ISE

2009 Rohvin DSouza

MECH

2018

Darshan Shanbhogue

ISE

2009 Suhas C

ECE

2018

Haritha

ISE

2009 Yashwanth H S

CSE

2018

1987 Jayanth K

ECE

1993

Vijay

MECH

Srinivas Y

EEE

2007 Bindu G

ECE

1993

Sharath aithal

ISE

2007 Bhaskar Rao

ECE

1993

Shankara Shastry M C

CSE

1992 Shyamala Radhakrishna

ECE

1993

Vani S

CSE

1995 Sreesh M A

ECE

1993

Vinod Bangera

ECE

1993 Kirthi Laxman Kurthkoti

ECE

1993

Govindaprakash C

ECE

1993 Anup Kuzhiyil

ECE

1993

B V Krishnamurthy

ECE

1993 Kasturi Rangam

ECE

1993

Sujatha Mysore

ECE

1993 Sriram V R

ECE

1993

Mythili Srinivasan

ECE

1993 Somashekar

ECE

1993

Pallavi Nagaraj

ECE

1993 Sreeramulu

ECE

1993

H C Satish

ECE

1993 Shubha C

ECE

1993

Krupa C R

ECE

1993 V C Sathyamoorthy

EEE

1954

Maruthi Narayanaswamy

ECE

1993 H Purushotham

EEE

1977

S P Anup Kumar

ECE

1993 Jasmail Singh

MECH

1970

Aravind Prashanth

ECE

1993 H Manjunath Naik

CIV

1983

Sathyan Doraiswamy

ECE

1993 K Ramakrishna

ECE

1982

Aishwarya Bhat

ECE

1993 Gopalakrishna N

MECH

1972

Narahari Govindaraju

ECE

1993 Suhasini G

EEE

2008

Kauser Ahmed

ECE

1993 Sowbhagya H N

EEE

2008

Shubha Deshpande

ECE

1993

A DECADE OF MEMORIES - 2009 BATCH REUNION
None of the people whom we called believed that it has been “10 YEARS” already !! The
first time Lomesh and myself discussed about the “Decade Reunion”, it was difficult even for us
to comprehend it. We thought that it may be because we are constantly in touch and regularly
visit college. But, when we started calling our batchmates, we realized that it was not the case.
Busy in their careers, families, everyone had lost the track of the time and as the famous
saying goes “Time Flies” was proved. Many of our batchmates are outside India (infact 35% of
my class is) and we wondered what might be good date to meet. Then, it was unanimously
decided to be July last weekend, since our exams had finished during the same time. It was
delayed due to Elections that year and our college was a “Strong Room” to store the EVMs. We
started spreading the word in Facebook
and requested everyone whom we were
in touch with to spread the word
amongst
their
classmates
via
WhatsApp.
We had guessed it earlier only
that getting 10% of the total strength is
also going to be a challenge since it is in
this junction where lot of other
commitments decide the actual turnout
though many would be interested. Our
theory was proved right as well since
40 people turned up on the day (28th July).
We had some catch up to do because many had changed careers, jobs, while few others
were tied up with family responsibilities. Couple of kids accompanied to the venue along with
their parents which gave the entire event a “Family” touch. Electrical branch had the maximum
participation with around 17 people joining the event. Thanks to our alumni, we were able to get
access at Century Club for the meet. After greetings and sharing few thoughts, we had lunch and
revisited the college days.
After lunch, everyone wanted to visit the campus and see the renovation work that is
going on which was talked about so much. Each one of them was surprised to see the security
personal near the entrance who did not allow initially
to enter the premises on a holiday. We were never
stopped any time of any day to visit the college.
Somehow we managed to enter and walk around the
campus, discussing each part of the college and how
they had become part of our lives and memories
because of the four years spent there. Some
photoshoots happened (mandatory for Instagram and
Facebook posts) and few people who were interested
took Avalokana-2, Centenary Souvenir that was
published by us last year to know more about the alma-mater.
It was a wonderful day and we decided to make these reunions more regular affairs and
fix a date in advance which will help everyone to join it. Thus concluded the “UVCE 2009 Batch
Decade Reunion”
- Satish A G, 2009 Batch

BOOKED, RACKED, LIBRARY PACKED!
This semester end holidays, library cleaning was taken up as a
G2C2 initiative. With help from alumni as well, we cleaned up quite a
lot. Old, outdated books were kept aside and space was made for the
newer books. Twice every week, a small team used to gather up and
make sure each book from a particular aisle is where it is supposed to
be. From about 6-7 sessions, we have arranged books for all four
years of EEE and ECE aisles, despite not many people showing up.
And trust me when I say we had so much fun! These were not
mundane boring cleaning sessions. There were jokes made, national
issues discussed, college future decided and what not! It is surprising
how quickly work gets done when people willingly come together and do something for a cause.
We were certainly hoping more people would join us, at least occasionally if not each time.
Nonetheless, we hope to increase the momentum and keep up the pace for the rest of the year.
This semester end holidays, library cleaning was taken up as a G2C2
initiative. With help from alumni as well, we cleaned up quite a lot. Old,
outdated books were kept aside and space was made for the newer books.
Twice every week, a small team used to gather up and make sure each book
from a particular aisle is where it is supposed to be. From about 6-7
sessions, we have arranged books for all four years of EEE and ECE aisles,
despite not many people showing up. And trust me when I say we had so
much fun! These were not mundane boring cleaning sessions. There were
jokes made, national issues discussed, college future decided and what not!
It is surprising how quickly work gets done when people willingly come
together and do something for a cause. We were certainly hoping more
people would join us, at least occasionally if not each time. Nonetheless, we hope to increase
the momentum and keep up the pace for the rest of the year.
- Varsha S Bhat, 3rd Semester ECE

UVCE - CET ADMISSIONS
Two Years back, after witnessing a very distressing scenario at the college campus during CET Admissions, we had announced during the launch of Avalokana that in the coming
years, we will try to assist during the Admissions and make the process smoother and friendlier
for the parents and students.
Accordingly, in 2018, with few students, we had arranged for chairs and other needful
things to facilitate the admissions. This year, continuing the trend, when the students approached us that they would like to volunteer - to guide the parents about paying the fees, admission process and the entire flow, we were very happy. We approached the administration
too, and requested the Principal to permit us to organize it.
So, for the second round and second extended round, along with the student volunteers,
we put in efforts to make sure that the parents wont face too much hassles during admission. It
is the first time they are visiting the college campus and they should feel comfortable within
the constraints. We are really happy to see the students volunteering and taking up this initiative. It is more convincing to the parents to see such active students in the campus which will
reassure that their children too will become self-reliant once he/she joins the college.
The next page is about the experiences from the students who were involved during this
process. We have also listed the names we were aware of. We congratulate them and any other
volunteers (whose name we may have missed) and also thank for them joining hands with us
for this initiative. We hope that it will set better precedents for the future.

UVCE ADMISSION HUSTLE
Seeing the positive changes that happened last year during the admission process for our
juniors that was being initiated by Vision UVCE, even I wanted to be a part of it this year. Therefore my friends and I volunteered to help the office staff in the admission process.
This year BU introduced the online mode of payment to pay the college fees which had
both merits and demerits. The merits being, parents didn't have to run around the banks in and
around KR circle to get a DD and then go to the Finance Office and face the other repercussions
but the demerits were mainly seen by those who didn't have any online mode of transactions
(especially people who came from rural regions).
However, overall helping people with the whole process was so much fun, insightful and a
very good experience.
- Sneha N, 5th Sem, ECE

The admission for year 2019-20 started about a month ago. Being well aware of the lack
of staff members in college students decided to go help with the admission process. It was mostly second and third years. We handled everything from explaining to
the students and their parents the entire process, telling them where
to go to pay the fees, get the print outs, to paying the fees online and
getting their details written down in registers. We also gave them insights to how the classes and hostel function. The parents were surprised at the fact that students were handling most of the work.
There were minor problems like failure to print receipt, failure of
transaction etc, but these were managed well. We had the support of the office staff. What
more, we even had out friends sitting nearby so when we weren’t occupied with work, we could
also have a little chitchat. It was also a great way to meet freshers across branches even before
classes start! Here’s hoping a great year for the entire batch!
Varsha S Bhat (3rd sem ECE)
Helping out at the admission process this year opened our eyes to a lot of things. First off,
the students explaining the admission process, step by step, in a one on one manner to each parent or student that approached the office was a good move as it helped everyone understand the
process better. This way they didn’t miss out any step that they would’ve otherwise missed out.
Making all payments online had advantages and disadvantages
to it. The biggest advantage is that it eliminated the step of procuring
a DD from a bank and then going to the Finance Office at Central College, waiting in a queue and then making the payment. Although the
process of online payment may have been very easy for some, some
were unable to make online payments due to various reasons. Taking
that into consideration, maybe it would’ve been better to keep the option of cash payment available for those few. A few computers at Minchu were used for the purpose of online payment along with a student at each computer to help
out if needed. For the most part, everything was carried out smoothly except for the occasional
loss of receipt or power cut, other than that the only cumbersome thing was that the parent or
student had to find a way to get a printout of the receipt by some means.
The final step of the admission process, apart from the verification of documents, was the
entering of details into the register. Students volunteered to help out here too. A student would
sit with the register and guide each student of the fresh batch of UVCE in filling this register.
This also went on smoothly for the most part other than the occasional mistake in entry. We did
find that these mistakes in entries could be avoided if there was some online database established, that way these errors can be completely eliminated. The online database would also eliminate the long queues in entering the register. Overall the entire admissions process did go on
smoothly and in a more organised manner compared to how we remember it.
Sanjana Ramesh (5th sem ECE)

Admission day at UVCE normally brings a gallery of frightful scenes to the mind of all
pre-CBCS students. Confused parents standing around the quadrangle, tired students shuttling
between banks and xerox shops, and mixtures of agitated students and parents, desperately
trying to make their way to one of the officers in the admission office. But the batch of 2018-22
wouldn't agree that this was what their admission day looked like, thanks to the team that
made the experience less hectic for the students who got admitted to UVCE during the second
extended round of CET 2018.
And this year, with a much bigger team, and a lot of help
from a few staff members and from VisionUVCE, the process was
taken to a much higher level of simple. The initial step was taken
by the University itself, by making the fee payment online, thus
sparing the struggle of running to banks and offices. Although we
struggled with slow internet and intern failed payments in the
initial stage, the permission to use computers in Minchu for
payment made the procedure seem effortless. And the
arrangements of chairs and drinking water by VisionUVCE added to
the comfort. All these facilities assisted the student team, in working successfully during all
three rounds of CET admission.
What started off as a team of two, quickly increased to six, and before we realised it,
became almost two dozens of students working together, in the four different departments of
fee payment, procedure explanation, ledger writing and document verification. The blend of
experience of the 3rd years, and manpower of the 2nd years, seemed to be exactly what this
team needed. The icing on the cake was a couple of 4th years, who took time out from their
busy placement schedules, to lend a helping hand whenever possible. In short, the team was
perfect, and I can confidently say, did a perfect job too.
Thanks to the efforts of all these souls, what should've been one whole day's work for
many, became a matter of just a couple of hours. At this point, it wouldn't be wrong to say that
having a horrible admission day at UVCE seems like just another old tale now.
Kennith O Koshy (5th sem ECE)
If I could sum up my admission procedure to UVCE in just two
words, they'd certainly be madness and chaos. Just imagine some
200-odd tense teenagers and anxious parents running around from
pillar to post to ensure smooth admission for their kids. If I ever had
to picture a group of headless chickens run around this would
pretty much fit the bill. Traumatized by my own experiences I decided to help out the freshers, and make the process effortless for them.
With a dedicated volunteer group who'd sacrificed time off their holidays to be here, we set forth. We had various jobs ranging from helping the students pay the
college fee, to fill the application forms
Sunkeerth M (5th sem ECE)













Manjunath - 7th sem ECE
Chandan - 7th Sem EEE
Akash - 7th Sem EEE
Sunkeerth - 5th sem ECE
Sanjana - 5th sem ECE
Jaishma - 5th sem ECE
Pruthviraj - 3rd sem ECE
Anisha - 3rd sem ECE
Varsha - 3rd sem ECE
Vakesan - 3rd sem Mech
Swaminathan - 3rd sem Mech
Saurabh - 3rd sem CSE














Jyothish - 3rd sem Mech
Stalin - 3rd sem Mech
Yogesh - 3rd sem Mech
Prajwal Naik - 5th sem EEE
Rajat - 5th sem ECE
Krishnaji - 5th sem EEE
Kennith - 5th sem ECE
Sneha - 5th sem ECE
Ali - 3rd sem ISE
Rasagnya - 3rd sem EEE
Malka - 3rd sem Mech
Syed - 3rd sem EEE









Vishak - 3rd Sem EEE
Kavya - 3rd Sem EEE
Vinay - 3rd Sem Mech
Venugopal - 3rd sem CSE
Gagan - 3rd sem CSE
Sandeep - 3rd sem CSE
Tanay - 3rd sem Mech

HOW IT ALL STARTED? FROM SAMPADA MEMORIES
Chitra- I can’t be more happy and privileged than to be part of the editorial team of Sampada and
specially overjoyed by the fact that the Sampada has successfully completed 4 years and I get to
be a part of it! How can we make this 48th edition of SAMPADA different?
Satish - Lets have our conversation as Editorial and talk about SAMPADA’s journey so far & have
a retrospection about it. Let the articles in this edition also be depicting the same. What say?
Harsha - First of all, I'd like to congratulate every reader of Sampada and our team for never
missing an edition in the last 4 years. When we started off, we were sceptical about monthly
editions and had even thought of making it a quarterly magazine. But the past & present of UVCE
has been so lively, so filled with memories, nostalgia and stories that, it has fuelled Sampada all
the way till now and we are sure it will for the many editions to come.
Yes the idea about an editorial coming from a conversation of three people involved with
Sampada, sounds good to me. Lets take it ahead and we could also talk about the future of
Sampada and how different we rewrite the fate of this tiny window to UVCE.
Chitra- That’s a wonderful way to compile everything special about Sampada for it’s Edition 48!
Then let the history begin from the top! Everything surely has a history or a reason with which it
begins! Ever since I got acquainted with Sampada, it has always made me wonder about how
Sampada actually started! How did this whole thing start??
Satish - We always felt that though we had accomplished fests, events & other stuff during our
college days, College magazine was missing from our portfolio. So, once we had our VU website
up in August, we brainstormed to have a e-magazine sent to all registered VU members monthly.
This decision was made during December 2009 end and the first edition came out on January
2010. Its better to hear from Harsha on this...
Harsha - The first edition was a special one for us. If we look back, all the
good things that have happened, have been because of those impulsive, wellmeant decisions. One such thing was Sampada. We decided we will have a
magazine about UVCE, we didn't have a concrete plan of a magazine either. If
you look at the cover page, it looks as if somebody hand-painted it. But we
scurried over to get the first edition out with contents about happenings
within UVCE, some poetry by students, activities etc. The best part about
starting Sampada was to reconnect the old UVCE with the current UVCE. We
got hold of so many articles and pictures, we even shared an article about the
1920s in the first edition. Those are invaluable articles and it always feels happier to know the
engineer's life almost 9 decades ago. When the first edition was received well, we were really
happy & it re-assured us that UVCEians would want to know more & here we are today
Chitra – It’s great to know this incredible fact! Well Sampada successfully started off, but to
complete four years? It’s not an easy journey! How did your journey with Sampada continue after
the first edition? And also what were the odds you had to overcome to bring it this stage where
today, Sampada has captured such a remarkable recognition from the students and the Alumni!
Harsha - The sustenance of a magazine is always at the mercy of the readers. Our readers
(UVCEians) have been super-generous with their feedback every now and then and that it almost
alone has driven the magazine this long. There were moments when we never received any
comments or feedback and we would ponder if readers do read Sampada, the next edition we
would get positive comments praising our work. We owe it all to the UVCEians, for they who
have nurtured it this long. We have received so many articles, pictures, moments from the
readers and along with the bustling campus of UVCE have been like a renewable source of
energy, with a endless list of activities within the campus, have been our sources. Another source
was the old magazines. So many interesting stories, changing time-lines, ebullience and
achievements. All these were factors that drove Sampada till today.

Satish - Chitra, you have been associated with team from past 5-6 editions. You have not only
written articles but also interacted with students and edited articles from their end. You will be
aware of the heartbeat in the campus more than us. So, tell us what you think about SAMPADA?
Chitra- When I joined UVCE I had completely no clue of Sampada’s existence. I always thought
that in engineering there was no room for writing or anything. Then one day, one of my senior
asked me if I was interested in submitting articles for college’s monthly magazine. I jumped at
the offer and gave in my article! That was when I came to know that in UVCE, Sampada gave us
a platform where we could pursue our passion for writing inspite of engineering and remain
connected with everything happening on the campus! Ever since then I closely followed
Sampada! With every edition it brought out the flavour of UVCE in a different way, keeping us
updated about everything that happened in UVCE in detail, be it the fests, placements, events or
many other things we many have not been aware of! Ever since my association with Sampada, I
must say it’s been a wonderful addition to my life. Cause being part of the team makes me learn
so much, coming up with ideas for every edition, collaborating with the team! Amidst this, fun
has its way too!
Harsha - According to me the journey so far has been very satisfying, loaded with gratefulness
and mainly has been about confidence. To let know every UVCEian across the world about what
is happening in the 15 acres of awesomeness in the heart of the city, responding to the needs
and aspirations of the students, setting up interaction of students with alumni are the highs of
working on Sampada. I still do read out some of the articles in previous editions again and again
just so it makes us relive the best days of our lives.
Satish - I agree with Harsha. I regularly browse through older editions of SAMPADA. I do it
during designing new editions to make sure nothing is being repeated. For SAMPADA to sustain
for a long run, we will need more hands joining in... They will need to carry the beacon ahead.
Not only the current students, but also alumni will need to hop in to keep SAMPADA going.
Team VisionUVCE will be there to support and plan, but SAMPADA should become everyone’s
asset. Chitra, your thoughts about how to go forward for the upcoming editions of SAMPADA?
Chitra- I think Sampada should be made more user focused and reach students at a closer
level! We could probably add few more ideas to make Sampada even better and more
interesting! Say, a column probably called “The Career Talk” can be started where every month,
students can be given an insight about the various professions they
can get into with their degree like the army, civil services and so on.
Or clearing the dilemma about students aiming to pursue post
graduate studies in India or abroad! When we join UVCE, we are
mesmerized by it’s enormous and rich history! Not a decade or two,
nearly 100 years of history, 100 batches, millions of students have
passed out, a million stories connected to UVCE and the classrooms!
Nothing more would interest the readers than reading a column with
the never heard stories of UVCE which maybe funny, guiding, filled
with zeal, interesting!
Harsha - Yes.! More interaction with our readers, more people following Sampada are some
things that need to happen for Sampada to grow and sustain. The magazine would be very lively
with articles being contributed in the current phase by our readers and inspire others to do the
same. Let us sit back, discuss and finalize on some of the ideas where we could make Sampada,
a more interactive, more user-derived content magazine and more colourful. Again, lets thank
all our readers and wish them HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
(This article is borrowed from SAMPADA 48 which gives a lookback into how and why
Sampada started. We felt this might be a good edition to share that, since we started
retrospection about the journey so far... )

A HUMOROUS FIRST DAY!
As a new batch enters the gate of UVCE this 2019, we just wanted to refresh our memories and
spark some humor with this hilarious incident on first day of 2016 ECE Batch at UVCE.
It was my first day of college and I was standing in the corridor not knowing whether to
enter the class or not! A senior came to me and showed me which was my class and asked me to
feel free! I was happy that the seniors were so friendly! Friendly they were but little did I know
what was in store for me; actually for us freshers. So I went in, totally innocent of their elaborate
plan. I went in, and had my first shock. In the actual seat allotment for the college it was
mentioned as 60 students per batch. But the class seemed a hundred strong; half an hour before
the actual commencement of the class. And from then on, it was just shock after shock. There
weren't many seats but luckily I found myself a seat. The funny part was, even after all the seats
were filled, there were still about 20 more students who didn't have a seat. Our seniors were
sweet enough to lend us a few benches as a temporary arrangement. Finally somehow everyone
had a seat. I was shy but my neighbour (my apparent classmate) started a conversation and
broke the ice. After the introduction, he sees my ID card and asks when I got it, later he
mentioned that half of the class hadn't got their ID cards.
Then came our teacher for the very first class, a guy actually, apparently just looking a bit
older than us but he called himself as Deepak, an ME student. Well, since it was our first class of
the course, all of us were quite confident that it was going to be a nice curtain raiser. He wrote
"Programming in C" in a sarcasm-intended font; three words covered a fourth of the board. Were
we being made fun of? I didn’t know, nonetheless, we were all ears with full concentration
waiting for the first word of the topic he was going to utter. He asked a question 'What is C
language'? From the last bench came a sarcastic answer 'C is a programming language'. The
teacher was furious stare and asked the student to stand up and answer. He changed his answer
to "C is a structured language" and the teacher let him go. Just when he was about to start, a
ringtone rang 'Nonononono Shiela, Shiela ki jawani...' and the class burst into laughter. The
teacher lost his temper and asked him to get out of the class! He literally shouted at us to switch
off our phones, not silent but switch off. Then the whole class switches off their phones, tap tap
tap... The student who had previously answered starts talking and the teacher asked him to get
out too. He was near the wall end and he arrogantly says 'Sir I can't' and this was my next shock.
When he asked to get up and come out of the bench, his friend who was sitting beside him
covers his path by bending forward and says 'sir, stomach ache I can't bend backward and hence
I can't make way for the other guy'. My neighbour whispers to me, 'Ee college alli
ingeneno?' (meaning is this how this college is?) The teacher started scolding everyone. A parent
who was there by some good luck went to complain to HOD about the behaviour of our teacher.
Then came the surprise! A senior rushes in and says something, I guess she said "prank over", I
don’t know! And more than half the students rush toward the teacher, lift him and start giving
him birthday bums. It was all a prank, supposedly the tradition of welcoming freshers to our
wonderful college! And we did really enjoy the welcome. The teacher, the one who answered
from the last bench, my neighbour, and about half the class were my immediate seniors. But now
it was our seniors' turn to worry! The HOD was coming. One senior climbed the podium and
addressed us. She explained that this was the tradition in UVCE and started convincing us that it
wasn't ragging, it was just a prank.
And in came the HOD. Our seniors started pacifying him that it was tradition etc. He then
asked us if they ragged us. Luckily everyone said no and the HOD let our seniors go. Our seniors
explained that the classes don't start until two weeks from the actual date of start. But the bright
side, was our seniors. They were pretty helpful and told us how to go about with the routines of
the college, how we had to spend more on xerox than on fees! But at the end of the day, I'm
happy that I joined here!
- Abhiram M, Batch of 2016 ECE (From SAMPADA-51)

